
This CD features Susanna Lindeborg solo in sparkling piano improvisations of many colours. A couple of tracks 
combined with electro acoustic backgrounds.

Susanna Lindeborg, piano and keyboard, started her professional musical career in the beginning of the 70th. From her 
classical upbringing she turned into work with jazz and improvisation, which showed to be her right element.

The thing you first think of together with Susanna Lindeborg is her work with the mix of acoustic and electronic 
instruments, which has been known most of all through  Mwendo Dawa, which she is the leader of together with 
saxophone player Ove Johansson. Mwendo Dawa has been succesfully touring in 20 countries in Europe, North and 
South America performing at festivals like Montreux, Northsea and Montreal. The last few years she has been regularly 
visiting USA and Canada with Mwendo Dawa. Susanna also writes a lot of the repertoire for the group. 

Besides Mwendo Dawa Susanna Lindeborg toured a great deal with the female jazz group Salamander during the 
beginning of the 80th. Salamander arouse a lot of attention on the European continent and in USA and Susanna came to 
tour a lot internationally with these two groups. Today you can also hear her in the Lindeborg/Johansson Duo and 
she also is performing solo doing a improvisational performance together with her computers doing electro acoustical 
backgrounds.

Susanna Lindeborg writes her own music and some of this got profiled when she released her first soloCD 1989. 
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1. Silent Space 3:50
 2. Logic Steps 4:40
 3. Free Tradition 3:15
 4. Short Arguments 4:05
 5. White Landscape 6:17
 6. Key Paintings 2:34
 7. Walk along 4:51
 8. Icicles  3:47
 9. Morphing pieces 3:34
10. Recollections 3:42
11. Free Impr. 2 1:56
12. Piano mixture 1:28
13. Walki´n Pause 4:15
14. Metropol 6:24
15. Étude différente 3:22
16. Old News 2:14
17. Final Red 5:13

Total Time 65:36
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